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CWT Exceeds 2020 Messaging Program
Goals
Minneapolis, 14 July, 2021: CWT, the Business-to-Business-for-Employees
(B2B4E) travel management platform, today announced it has reached a
milestone in its messaging solution service, with over 750 corporations in
more than 110 countries now actively using the service. After an initial
launch with 25 clients in late 2019, CWT saw 300 clients adopt the service
across 2020 (a 50% increase on CWT’s own program goals set for that year)
with a further 425 additional clients signed-up to and actively using
messaging as of 30 June 2021.

“We set ourselves a target of truly being where our customers need us in
January 2020, prior to the reality of the global pandemic setting in,” said
Niklas Andreen, CWT’s President & Chief Operating Officer. “Rapidly,
messaging became a critical platform and service tool, relied upon by our
teams, our customers and their travelers, as the world grappled with travel
grinding to a halt, due to the pandemic.”
Andreen continued, “For many customers, it has become the most popular
support channel for 24/7 service, guidance and information sourcing. There
are now many customers where messaging makes up more than 40% of their
offline contacts. Simply put, it has become a channel of choice for
convenient, text based responses whether from the mobile or desktop.
Additionally, the integration of messaging into our customer’s normal
messaging solutions such as Microsoft messaging - means it is right at their
fingertips - instead of having to use separate applications or finding a phone
number.”
The CWT messaging team delivered all its 2020 targets and innovations,
highlights of which include:
•

•
•
•
•

Almost quadrupling messaging market presence, having
increased presence from 31 countries upon launch, to 112
markets today
24/7 follow-the-sun configuration, ensuring availability when
the traveler needs it
A multi-technology platform allowing access via Microsoft
Teams, Facebook Workplace and myCWT
Inclusion of Spanish language capabilities
Incorporating messaging interactions side by side with phone
and email in CWT´s leading counselor travel platform

CWT counselors manage all traveler messaging through the newly integrated
one screen desktop introduced in 2019.

CWT
CWT is a Business-to-Business-for-Employees (B2B4E) travel management
platform. Companies and governments rely on us to keep their people

connected – anywhere, anytime, anyhow – and across six continents, we
provide their employees with innovative technology and an efficient, safe and
secure travel experience. Every single day, we look after enough travelers to
fill more than 100,000 hotel rooms, while our meetings and events division
handles more than 100 events every 24 hours.
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